OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR DIGITAL CAMERA EOS 20D

Important!!

- Do not touch the lens
- Always handle the camera securely by holding it by the strap
- Store all the accessories in the camera bag

Taking Pictures

- Turn the power switch to ON
- Mode Dial must be set to the Full Auto (green rectangle) mode
- Make sure the lens is set in the AF (Auto Focus) mode
- Look through the viewfinder to compose the frame
- Shoot. (Allow the camera to select the right focus and exposure by pressing the Shutter button half way, then shoot by pressing the Shutter button all the way. The camera automatically will activate the built-in flash if necessary while pressing the Shutter half-way.)

* Unfortunately, the LCD monitor cannot be used as a viewfinder for shooting. In other words, when using the copy stand, you may shoot first and then make adjustments based on the first image, which now you can see in the LCD monitor. To see the image/s in the LCD monitor press the blue “play” icon located at the bottom left next to the LCD monitor. You can see other images by using the dial on the right side of the LCD monitor.

Transferring Images to the Computer

- Plug the dedicated cable (white color) to the USB port behind the computer
- Plug the other end of the cable to the DIGITAL terminal with the icon facing the front of the camera
- Set the camera’s power switch to ON
- A dialogue box will appear on the computer’s monitor. Select the one of your choice: most recommended: Scanner and Camera Wizard, or Photoshop.
- Select (green check mark on top right of every image) the images to be transferred and click Next.
- Give a name to the group of images, and select a destination. Click Next.
- Images will be transferred
- Other Options window will appear. Select the appropriate action and click Next. To see the images, just finish the process by clicking Finish on the last window.
- You may work later on any saved image, either with Photoshop, Digital Photo Professional, or EOS Viewer.
- Turn the camera Off, then unplug the cable from the camera and then from the computer.
Operating the Besseler CS/21 Copy stand

- To be safe, pass the camera strap over the camera platform of the copystand, and then the lock knob into the hole in the bottom of the camera.
- Select the right height for the camera platform. Loosen the lock on the left side of the column, and move the carriage by using the elevating crank.
- Position the item to be photographed over the baseboard. Use the magnet strips to mark the borders.
- Turn On the lights. *Avoid touching the light bulbs, because the oils on your skin may cause the bulbs to blow out when you turn them On!!!*
- You may position the lights by moving the Light Mounting Studs, or by sliding the lamps along the Horizontal Arms. Use the respective knobs to tighten and loosen every part before moving it.
- Turn the camera On and shoot. Remember to allow the camera to select the Auto Focus (AF) and right exposure (light measurement.)
- Check the result image by pressing the blue Play icon on the bottom left of the LCD monitor. Make adjustments if needed.
- Shoot.
- Turn Off the lights and put things away as you found them.